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Core Groups in Software Factory & their Interaction











































Initial Architecture Design



























o User interface tier code has to look up and call remote application 
tier methods using a middleware(e.g., .NET removing, web 
services, RMI, remote invocation of EJB, etc.).



oPrototype is the tier zero of the development model
o Done at the beginning of defining the architecture in order to test our

ideas of game design; 
o It is also preproject investigation to efficiently implement 

tier-based architecture. 
o Prototype types : Gameplay prototype, user interface  prototype, 

subsystem prototype and algorithm prototype
Gameplay prototype is the most important one among all.
User interface (UI) prototype deals with user interaction details.
Subsystem prototype deals with subsystem interaction and the 
interfaces it need to export.
Algorithm prototype is abstracted behind an interface in order to “plug 
and play”  the  algorithm



Tier one and above
• The results of prototyping are used in tier one.

• The more game-specific functionality is implemented as soft 
architecture; 

• The reusable and generic are implemented as hard architecture. 

• Tier one begins at the lower level of granularity and moves 
towards the interface modules and the basic game framework 
code.

• The hard architecture (hardware-interface components and system 
menu components) is refined first and the later tiers mostly 
concentrate on adding more functionality  through soft 
architecture. 

• The game should be shippable  (ready for release) at each tier, 
although all functionality  may not be there, at least program 
should be free of bugs and the game should not crash. 

• This will help restrict the additional until the current versions  is 
working properly.







The structural viewpoint concerns:

• Identifying the elements of a system  and of a system and its 
organization.

• Interface between those elements.

• The mechanism for their interconnection.

The architecture in game development stages: Prototyping, hard and 
soft architecture design.

• Prototype helps in tackling difficulties that might appear in the 
project. 

• Hard architecture design lays the game framework-design of the 
system (system architecture – relationship between components)

• Soft architecture design incorporates the unique functionalities of 
the game and the data required such as graphics, sound, etc. -
design of the game (game design architecture- relationship 
between tokens.



Applying  tier-based approach to  architecture 
design

At the basic level, game system has-

• User interface, 

• event handler (bidirectional); 

• data engine (level data, graphic  data, etc);  

• system behavior (collisions, general physics); 

• game logic engine; game sound engine, game graphic engine;

• hardware abstraction layers (interface components); 

• configuration system; 

• menu system; 

• music system; 

• online help.



• Each of these subsystems can be used as a reusable 
component and can be reused across different projects. 
Most of these subsystems have standard interface so that 
each of them can be replaced with another if required with 
minimum of coding effort.

• When building a component-based architecture, there is a 
need to identify the existing reusable components first, both 
in-house and third-party components. 

• For the first tier, the framework with minimum functionally 
for all the required components is built. The subsequent 
tiers fill the missing functionally in controlled stages.

• Interfaces form the most important aspect of technical 
design. Therefore, consistent interface between the 
subsystems is ensured. 

• Each tier must all the requirements of higher level are taken 
into account.


